Ministry of Earth Sciences, Government of India invites a proposal for limited financial support to organize and celebrate Earth Day 2020. People and ministries around the world celebrate *Earth Day on 22 April each year*. It provides an opportunity to remember which wonderful planet we live on and strive to protect the planet and its environment. It is the only planet in our solar system with incredible solar biodiversity.

Financial assistance will be subject to fund availability/priority of ministry/compliance of terms & conditions & competence & relevant background of school, college/ University, NGO/Centre.

The Theme of Earth Day 2020 is proposed as climate change/climate action on the topic of Conservation of Rivers and Water, Sustenance of various Ecosystems, Ocean Resources (Living & Non-living resources), impact of climate change, deforestation & afforestation and their significance, atmospheric ocean, polar science, sustainable use of natural resources, and biosphere.
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